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QUESTION 1

An administrator is using the restore wizard to browse files and folders and sees that the system, volume, and backup
set information is available, but it is impossible to browse the individual file and folder content. 

Why might the individual file and folder content be unavailable? 

A. The tape is missing from the library. 

B. There are no files that have been backed up from the system. 

C. An incorrect date range is defined in the Show backups from setting. 

D. The server is configured to truncate catalogs. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

When does Backup Exec Data Lifecycle Management (DLM) delete all the backup sets on which the backup set expiry
date is reached? 

A. when the backup sets contain multiple unexpired incremental backup sets, but the full backup has expired 

B. when the backup sets contain expired backup sets created by different backup definitions 

C. when the Allow Backup Exec to delete all expired backup sets option is checked 

D. when the overwrite protection level is set to None 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

What are two results of moving a server to the Retired Servers group? (Choose two.) 

A. The server is removed from the All Servers group. 

B. Scheduled backups for the server will be discontinued. 

C. The server is ineligible for restore operations. 

D. The server is ineligible for new backup operations. 

E. Information about the server is removed from Backup Exec. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 4
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Where is the metadata for the backup sets contained? 

A. in the ...Backup Exec\Catalogs directory 

B. in the ...Backup Exec\Data directory 

C. in the Backup Exec Database 

D. in the HKLM\SOFTWARE\Veritas\Backup Exec registry key 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://www.veritas.com/support/en_US/article.100042698 

 

QUESTION 5

Which selection methods are available in the Restore Wizard when creating a Files, folders, or volumes restore job? 

A. file and folder backups to an SDR recovery point, file and folder backups from a backup set, and file and folders
located through search 

B. file and folder backups to a point-in-time, file and folder backups from a backup set, and file and folders located
through search 

C. file and folder backups to an NTFS checkpoint, file and folder backups from a backup set, and file and folders located
through search 

D. file and folder backups to a change journal sequence number, file and folder backups from a tape, and file and
folders located through search 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://www.veritas.com/content/support/en_US/doc/59226269-99535599-0/v94658605-99535599 
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